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My Brilliant Friend

The Seven Good years

This rich, intense story about two friends, Elena and Lila. Ferrante’ s style lends itself perfectly to a meticulous portrait of these two
women that is also the story of a nation and a
touching meditation on the nature of friendship. The story begins in the 1950s, in a poor
but vibrant neighborhood on the outskirts of
Naples. Growing up on these tough streets
the two girls learn to rely on each other ahead
of anyone or anything else. As they grow, as
their paths repeatedly diverge and converge,
Elena and Lila remain best friends whose respective destinies are reflected and refracted in the other. They are likewise the embodiments of
a nation undergoing momentous change. Through the lives of these two
women, Ferrante tells the story of a neighborhood, a city, and a country
as it is transformed in ways that, in turn, also transform the relationship
between her protagonists.

A brilliant, life-affirming, and hilarious memoir from a “genius” and master storyteller.
The seven years between the birth of Etgar
Keret’s son and the death of his father were
good years, though still full of reasons to
worry. Lev is born in the midst of a terrorist
attack. Etgar’s father gets cancer. The threat
of war looms over their home and permeates
daily life. What emerges from this dark reality
is a series of sublimely absurd ruminations on
everything from Etgar’s three-year-old son’s
impending military service to the terrorist mind-set behind Angry Birds.

Suspended Sentences
French author Patrick Modiano reaches back
in time, opening the corridors of memory and
exploring the mysteries to be encountered
there. Each novella represents a sterling
example of the author’s originality and appeal, while Mark Polizzotti’s superb Englishlanguage translations capture not only Modiano’s distinctive narrative voice but also
the matchless grace and spare beauty of his
prose. Although originally published separately, Modiano’s three novellas form a single, compelling whole, haunted by the same
gauzy sense of place and characters. Modiano draws on his own experiences, blended with the real or invented stories of others, to present a
dreamlike autobiography that is also the biography of a place.

The Lady in the Van
The humorous and moving tale of Miss Shepherd, an eccentric old lady who, by a bizarre
series of twists and turns, lived in the author’s
garden for many years. Alan Bennett reads his
own acclaimed work, recently adapted as a
West End smash hit starring Maggie Smith as
the eccentric old lady.

The Ice Queen
Be careful what you wish for. A woman who
was touched by tragedy as a child now lives
a quiet life, keeping other people at a cool
distance. She even believes she wants it that
way. Then one day she utters an idle wish
and, while standing in her house, is struck by
lightening. But instead of ending her life, this
cataclysmic event sparks a strange and powerful new beginning.

Eichmann in Jerusalem
Hannah Arendt’s authoritative report on the
trial of Nazi leader Adolf Eichmann is a classic
examination of evil from one of the great philosophers of the twentieth century. Sparking
a flurry of heated debate, Hannah Arendt’s
stunning report on the trial of German Nazi
leader Adolf Eichmann first appeared as a series of articles in the New Yorker in 1963. This
revised edition includes material that came to
light after the trial, as well as Arendt’s postscript directly addressing the controversy that arose over her account.

People of the Book
In 1996, Hanna Heath, an Australian rare-book
expert, is offered the job of a lifetime: analysis and conservation of the famed Sarajevo
Haggadah, which has been rescued from Serb
shelling during the Bosnian war. Priceless and
beautiful, the book is one of the earliest Jewish volumes ever to be illuminated with images. When Hanna, a caustic loner with a passion for her work, discovers a series of tiny
artifacts in its ancient binding, she unlocks
the book’s mysteries. The reader is ushered
into an exquisitely detailed and atmospheric
past, tracing the book’s journey from its salvation back to its creation.

The Girl With the
Lower Back Tattoo
Never one to shy away from the uproarious,
challenging, and remarkable moments that
make up life, this exceptionally candid book
will have readers wincing with recognition,
nodding their head in solidarity, and laughing
out loud. Written with Amy’s signature candor, she reflects on her often raucous childhood antics, her hard won and incomparable
rise to comedic stardom, and the courage it
takes to approach the world with astounding
honesty every single day.

I Feel Bad About My Neck
With her disarming, intimate, accessible
voice, and dry sense of humor, Nora Ephron
shares her ups and downs in I Feel Bad About
My Neck, a candid, hilarious look at women
who are getting older and dealing with the
tribulations of maintenance, menopause,
empty nests, and life itself. Ephron chronicles
her life as an obsessed cook, passionate city
dweller, and hapless parent. But mostly she
speaks frankly and uproariously about life as
a woman of a certain age. Utterly courageous,
uproariously funny, and unexpectedly moving in its truth telling, I Feel
Bad About My Neck is a scrumptious, irresistible treat of a book, full of
truths, laugh out loud moments that will appeal to readers of all ages.

Mrs. Dalloway
Clarissa Dalloway, elegant and vivacious, is
preparing for a party and remembering those
she once loved. In another part of London,
Septimus Warren Smith is shell-shocked and
on the brink of madness. Smith’s day interweaves with that of Clarissa and her friends,
their lives converging as the party reaches its
glittering climax. Past, present and future are
brought together on a momentous June day
in 1923.

